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ABOUT THE 
PROJECT
Life Games is a Web3 platform that 
contains different competitive skill-based 
mini-games where players can bet the 
$LFGM token against their opponent.

📈 A sustainable business model aligned with the interests of investors
🎮 Variety of games finished or in an advanced production phase
🔧 A utility token combined with a deflationary economy
 A public and professional team
🤝 Development partners working for multinational companies and government agencies

What Life Games offers



$LFGM TOKEN USE
The $LFGM token lays the foundation for the entire 

economy of Life Games, being the only token of the 

project. $LFGM is not just a speculative token, but 

serves multiple functions both within and outside the 

platform.

BETS

The $LFGM token is the only 

currency that players can use to 

bet on games within the platform.

PURCHASE OF ASSETS

$LFGM token can also be used for 

purchasing NFTs, visual 

distinctions, platform upgrades, 

etc.

PRIZES

There are prize pools in the form 

of $LFGM tokens for the top 

players in leagues, tournaments, 

records, etc.

HOLD Y STAKING

Token $LFGM holders will 

automatically receive a percentage of 

the buy/sell transactions of the token 

in their wallets, without having to 

perform any type of locking.



Players will need to connect their wallet to be identified on the platform. 

Once connected, they will choose the game they want to compete in and the bet in $LFGM tokens they want to make.

With our ranking and matchmaking system, we ensure that the match is between players of similar skill levels.

The winner of the match will receive the opponent's tokens, minus a commission dedicated to filling the prize pool and 

burning tokens, thus reducing the total supply.

PLATFORM GAME PROCESS



We are in an environment where you are not only competing to determine who is the best player, but you 
are also putting monetary value at stake. That is why it is crucial to have the assurance that you are 
playing on equal terms against your opponent.

At Life Games, we have developed a ranking and matchmaking system that ensures levelled matches 
between players. Additionally, our algorithmic system ensures that it is not profitable for players to create 
secondary accounts, commonly known as "Smurfs," in an attempt to hide their true skill level.

The rankings distribute players according to their skill level into 6 different sections:

RANKINGS & MATCHMAKING

● LFGM

● Diamond

● Gold

● Silver

● Bronze

● Unranked



At Life Games, we reward skill and not the amount of time a player spends playing; that's why we distribute prizes to 
the best players.

The prizes we give out are obtained through a portion of the fees charged per game, which makes the system 
non-inflationary (unlike most Play-To-Earn games).

To receive prizes, players must meet certain requirements, such as being in the highest league, having played a 
minimum number of games, and betting a minimum amount of $LFGM.

These prize distributions are made periodically, ending the season and resetting the rankings.

Prizes for positioning and records, for example, serve as an incentive for players to keep playing and strive to reach the 
top, which generates more token burns (deflation).

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES



The profile is the space that each user has to 
choose their name and avatar, as well as to see 

all their game statistics: Best scores, requirements 
to advance to the next league, earned and lost 

$LFGM tokens, match history, expected rewards, 
achievements, missions, etc.

PROFILE



1.000.000.000

TOKEN ECONOMY
TOTAL TOKENS

Circulating market capitalization at TGE:
$512K

Private Phase 1

2.1%

IDO

1.4% Seed Phase

2.5%

Foundation 

and Team

15%
Liquidity

15%

Partnerships and 

Advisors

4%

Prizes

30%

Marketing

20%

Private Phase 2

10%



Liquidity
40% TGE, 40% second month, 

20% third month

Seed, private and IDO

40% TGE, Unlock 7.5%/month

Prizes

Marketing

1 month Lock, Unlock 2.5%/month

Partnerships and advisors

1 month, Unlock 2.5%/month 6 months Lock, Unlock 5%/month

TOKEN $LFGM 
RELEASE 

SCHEDULE

Team and foundation

6 months Lock, Unlock 5%/month

• Team and foundation 

 • Partnerships and advisors

 • Marketing

 • Prizes

• Liquidity

 • Seed, Private and IDO



Players will want to 
learn the best 
strategies to improve 
and win the most 
games, so they will look 
for content related to 
our games.

Influencers, upon 
seeing the demand 
for Life Games' 
games, will start to 
offer content about 
them.

The Life Games videos 
created by the 
influencers will reach 
all of their followers 
and not just those who 
knew about the 
project, generating free 
advertising and 
attracting new 
investors and players.

Our betting system that 
allows you to double 
your money in each 
game you play and our 
addictive games will turn 
many investors into 
players. The more 
players there are, the 
more deflationary the 
token will be.

Our constant token 
burning deflationary 
system and 
non-inflationary 
automatic staking are 
perfect for medium to 
long-term investors.

3. CONTENT 
DEMAND

4. CONTENT
OFFER

5. FREE 
ADVERTISING

1. ATTRACTIVE 
TOKENOMICS 

2. DOUBLE 
YOUR MONEY

ATTRACTIVE 
TOKENOMICS

DOUBLE 
YOUR MONEY

CONTENT 
DEMAND

CONTENT 
OFFER

FREE 
ADVERTISING

DIAGRAM OF PLAYER INCREASE



MARKET FEE
Exchange rate of $LFGM token buy-sell 

transactions.

0.5% for reserves. These 
funds will be used for all 
company expenses: 
servers, salaries, etc.

0.5% for Smart Staking. By 
simply holding the tokens in 
your wallet, you will receive 
0.5% of the total market 
volume proportionally to 
the number of tokens you 
hold.

1% for liquidity. By 
increasing liquidity, we 
reduce price impacts and 
create price floors that 
make it more difficult to 
lower the token value.

1% for token buyback and 
burn. We permanently 
destroy tokens, creating a 
deflationary token and 
making its value increase.

Holders Burn Liquidity Reservas

0.5% 1% 1% 0.5%

3%

Holders

ReservesBurn

Liquidity



GAME FEE
T = Token $LFGM

Players will pay a commission of between 0.5% and 
3% of the total of their bet per game depending on 
different factors, such as holding an NFT from a 
specific collection, having a referral, etc.

The distribution of the commission is intended for:

1. Burning tokens, making them permanently 
out of circulation, reducing their supply, and 
increasing the value of the token.

2. Distribute prizes among the best players in 
the leagues, for records, tournaments, etc.

The diagram shows an example with the maximum 
commission (3%) that would be charged to players.

97%

83.3% 16.6%

PLAYER 1 PLAYER2

6 T

3 % 
Fee

GAME
  200 T

LOSER
0 T

WINNER
194 T

100 T 100 T

0%

DEAD
ADDRESS

1 T

PRIZE 
WALLET

5T



Meet our team

MEMBERS

Diego Basanta
CEO

Guzmán Lopez
ABOGADO

Ángel C.C
ADVISOR

Santiago Aparicio
COO

Ángel Guede
VIDEOGAME DESIGNER & 

PROGRAMMER

Juanjo Henares
VIDEOGAME DESIGNER & 

PROGRAMMER

Antonio Maroto
Blockchain Lead

Emanuel Velázquez
Community Manager

https://www.linkedin.com/in/diego-basanta-47666a210/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guzmanlopezmiguel/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/angel-c-c-411742207/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/santiago-a-293282a0/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%C3%A1ngel-guede-garc%C3%ADa-b902379b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juan-jos%C3%A9-henares-villalba-619281162/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoniome/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emanuel-velazquez-458851269/


PARTNERS

https://arcusgo8.com/
https://twitter.com/Flowinvestment
https://foxtrotcommand.com/
https://metaphase07.es
https://www.madridemprende.es/


Another important component in the games is the security of the 
games. In addition to having implemented the anti-hacks provided by 

Unreal Engine in each game, we have created custom security 
protocols in the code of each of the games to prevent cheats and 

hacks from being used in them.

At Life Games we only develop games that involve skill and not luck or 
chance. The winner of the game will always be the one who 

demonstrates the most skill.

Our games are developed in 3D using one of the most powerful 
game engines on the market: Unreal Engine. Fortnite, PUBG, 

Valorant, ARK are some of the titles that use this game engine.

In the creation process, we optimize video games seeking a balance 
between visual quality and performance. The goal is to allow players 

to enjoy a good experience from any device without sacrificing 
graphic quality.

VIDEO GAMES DEVELOPMENT



Invasion Z
Shooter - Third person

Bird's eye view

Challenge of Creatures
Platforms 

Choose your monster and go through a 
platform path full of traps. Get to finish 
the course alive in the shortest possible 

time.

The zombie apocalypse has broken out 
and you find yourself alone in your old 

neighborhood. Survive the waves and use 
different weapons to kill as many zombies 

as possible and get the best score.

OUR GAMES



Bombs & Robots
Action - Third person

Bird's eye view

Make your way destroying the blocks and 
eliminate your three opponents by making 

them explode with your bombs.

Eternal Guardian 
Castle Defense

As the Pyramid Guardian, you have to protect 
the sarcophagus from attack by looters, using 

your weapons, magic, traps, curses and 
minions.



Collision Zone
Action, driving and combat

Drive a somewhat special bumper 
car and face the opponents on the 
track. Jump, use the turbo, shoot 

projectiles and crash into everyone 
to get the highest score.

Omega
Shoot 'em up, Spaceships

Pilot a ship and choose the best 
weapons to get the highest score 

by destroying the enemy ships 
before being eliminated.



@LifeGamesCrypto

SOCIAL NETWORKS

@LifeGamesCrypto@LifeGamesSpanish

Contact: contact@lifegames.io

LifeGames.io

https://twitter.com/LifeGamesCrypto
https://twitter.com/LifeGamesCrypto
https://t.me/LifeGamesCrypto
https://t.me/LifeGamesSpanish
https://t.me/LifeGamesCrypto
https://t.me/LifeGamesSpanish
https://t.me/LifeGamesSpanish
mailto:contact@lifegames.io
https://lifegames.io/
https://lifegames.io/

